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Abstract. Record linkage refers to integrating data from heterogeneous
sources to identify information regarding the same entity and provides
the basis for sophisticated data mining. When privacy restrictions apply,
the data sources may only have access to the merged records of the link-
age process, comprising the problem of privacy preserving record linkage.
As data are often dirty, and there are no common unique identifiers, the
linkage process requires approximate matching and it renders to a very
resource demanding task especially for large volumes of data. To speed up
the linkage process, privacy preserving blocking and meta-blocking tech-
niques are deployed. Such techniques derive groups of records that are
more likely to match with each other. In this nectar paper, we summarize
our contributions to privacy preserving blocking and meta-blocking.
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1 Introduction

Considering the data explosion we experience the last decade, we seek ways to
boost the results of data mining. As related data are highly scattered, i.e., in
different organizations databases, on the web, etc., integrating large volumes
of data comprises an indispensable first step towards mining more useful infor-
mation that could not be discovered if we consider each separate database in
isolation.

This process of identifying and linking information across multiple databases,
that refers to the same real world entity, is known as the problem of record link-
age. When privacy concerns arise, the record linkage problem is augmented to its
privacy preserving version, where the participants should not gain any additional
information regarding each other’s data, apart from the linkage results.

For instance, let us consider a medical researcher who wishes to perform
a study on the interactions between certain prescribed medicine over the last
decade, using data from hospitals and clinics from all over Europe. This com-
prises a data mining problem, where the additional requirement of privacy is
posed due to the sensitive nature of the data. These data are not all stored in
a single database which may be mined, but originate from multiple health care
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Fig. 1. Privacy preserving record linkage workflow.

units from different countries each of them using its own database. Consequently,
these data should be merged, using a private record linkage protocol.

The lack of global unique identifiers deems necessary the use of common
attributes, in most cases textual, for identifying the matching records. As
attribute values are usually the result of user input, they are most often dirty,
requiring methods for approximate matching. Taking into account the large vol-
umes of available data, we confront a very resource demanding task. To deal with
this, privacy preserving matching (PPM) is often preceded by a privacy preserv-
ing blocking (PPB) phase. PPB speeds up matching by organizing candidate
records that are more likely to match into blocks, based on the values of their
attributes. The attributes selected for PPB and PPM are respectively called
blocking and matching attributes. Lately, privacy preserving meta-blocking was
introduced which, applied after blocking, aims at reorganizing the way records
within a block should be matched, so as to further improve performance. The
phases of the overall linkage process are depicted in Fig.1.

Blocking imposes an additional filtering step to the matching process, thus
increasing its precision. On the other hand, blocking may eliminate matching
record pairs, thus decreasing recall. Therefore, some blocking techniques com-
promise result quality [9], while others rely on efficiency-privacy tradeoffs failing
to significantly improve performance for large scale data without sacrificing their
privacy [8]. Finally, there are approaches that, though efficient, are limited to spe-
cific data types, either numerical or nominal [2]. In this nectar paper, we present
our contribution on privacy preserving blocking and meta-blocking methods. Our
aim is to boost performance while maintaining high levels of matching quality
without compromising privacy.

2 Privacy Preserving Blocking and Meta-Blocking

We first present three privacy preserving blocking techniques and then, the only
work up to now on privacy preserving meta-blocking. The first blocking technique
is designed for textual data, while all others may be adopted for both textual
and numerical data using appropriate distance and similarity measures.

Phonetic Code Based Private Blocking. A phonetic code is a hash pro-
duced by a phonetic algorithm for matching words based on their pronunciation.
The main feature of phonetic algorithms is their fault tolerance against typo-
graphical errors. In [3], we present a two-party phonetic based privacy preserving
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blocking protocol. The two parties (data sources) agree on the use of a set of
phonetic algorithms and blocking attributes. Each party then encodes the block-
ing fields with each of the algorithms. To increase the entropy of each dataset
and consequently reduce the ability of predicting its values, fake phonetic codes
are injected. Next, all phonetic codes are encrypted using a secure hash function
and records are grouped into blocks according to their hashes. Each record is
assigned to multiple blocks according to each of the blocking attributes encoded
by each of the phonetic algorithms.

High matching quality is assured by using multiple phonetic codes per block-
ing attribute, thus overcoming through redundancy certain weak points of pho-
netic algorithms, such as in Soundex [7], where an error in the first letter pro-
duces a different code. Privacy is assured as phonetic algorithms are one-way
functions which apply information suppression, and improved with the use of
fake codes and encryption. With respect to efficiency, phonetic codes are very
fast to compute, and moreover, matching on identical phonetic hashes enables us
to deploy indexes to further speed up matching, achieving up to 61.4% speedup
with respect to plain matching and recall at 0.67 [3].

Reference Table Based Private Blocking. Reference tables are publicly
available datasets used to provide privacy by avoiding direct comparison between
the two databases, using instead reference values as a comparison basis. Our
contribution comprises of two methods, that employ a third party. The two
sources individually cluster the same reference values. Each record is classified
to a cluster (class) based on some distance or similarity measure, associating one
of the reference values to its blocking attribute. Records classified at the same
class comprise a block. The two sources send the classified record ids to the third
party who merges blocks belonging to the same class. Final blocks are returned
to the sources only when they contain record ids from both sources. Matching
may then be performed either at the sources or at the third party.

Reference table based k-anonymous private blocking [5] is the first work using
this concept for privacy preserving blocking. Nearest Neighbor clustering is used
to form clusters of at least k-elements, thus ensuring k-anonymity as each record
is assigned to a class based on its similarity with one of at least k-elements. How-
ever, while ensuring privacy and result quality, the method incurs high complex-
ity as each blocking attribute should be looked up against all reference values.
Experiments show that linkage with our method requires half the execution time
of plain matching with recall up to 0.78 [5].

Multidimensional private blocking [4] improves the performance of [5], by
using k-Medoids for clustering. Each blocking attribute is checked only against
cluster medoids, thus reducing the method’s complexity. Moreover, the use of an
edit distance negates the need for a reference table to contain values similar to
the ones contained in the datasets. For numerical fields, bins are created based on
numerical reference values. This work introduces the concept of multidimensional
blocking. In blocking, when more than one blocking fields are used, the same
procedure has to be repeated and a record may fall within numerous blocks.
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With multidimensional blocking, the two sources locate the class of each record
for each of the blocking attributes used. Then, they calculate the intersection of
classes each record belongs to. As such, a record is associated with less blocks
resulting in reduced matching operations. Execution time drops further to 11%
of plain matching, while recall is 0.73 [4].

Privacy Preserving Meta-Blocking. Sorted neighborhood on encrypted fields
(SNEF) [6], based on [1], is to the best of our knowledge, the only privacy
preserving meta-blocking method. Multidimensional private blocking is extended
by associating each record within each block with a score derived by an objective
function that uses the edit distance between each blocking attribute and the
cluster medoid of its class. After the third party merges the blocks, the party
who performs the privacy preserving matching sorts the records within each
block based on their scores. A sliding window of size w slides over the records,
and each record is checked against the next w records in the block, rendering the
matching complexity within each block from quadratic to linear. SNEF does not
compromise privacy since each record is associated with a single number which
cannot be factorized due to the properties of the objective function. There is
a tradeoff between matching quality and time efficiency, depending on window
size which, nevertheless, remains linear. As experiments show, SNEF further
improves multidimensional blocking’s time by 20% with a recall around 0.70 [6].

3 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented our work on privacy preserving blocking techniques, which are
efficient while assuring privacy and result quality. Next, we plan to accelerate
our blocking methods by using random samples instead of clustering.
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